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Using Metalanguage in a modern and 

novel fashion



1. Meta-language refers to the language with which 

we talk about the language itself

2. Metalanguage includes the terminology that refers

to the grammatical elements of a language. 

3. Meta-language is associated with ‘grammar’, as it 

uses the nomenclature subject; verb; object; 

prepositional pronoun; singular number; plural 

number, etc.



4. Meta-language is used when students and teachers need to 
provide explanation of linguistic terms.

5. Meta-language is also used

■ to manage the classroom and organize the educational 
process, 

■ to give guidance to the students, 

■ to ask questions

■ and to provide feedback 

■ and correct learners' errors

(Walters and Gower, 1983; Faerch 1985; Wajnryb 1992; 
Fortune 2005). 



Arguments for or against the use of meta-language 
during the FL teaching procedure

■ What do the FL publicers include as a methodology for teaching 

grammar in their books?

■ What do the FL teachers concider as a better methodology for 

teaching grammar when they teach young or older students who are 

aware of the grammar of their mother tongue?

■ Which methodology (metalinguistic/communicative approach) do the 

FL students prefer to learn the grammar?

■ Which one do you find more constructive for teaching grammar?



Some answers by (Sharwood-Smith, 1981)

■ The explicit explanation of linguistic phenomenon 
given by the teacher, it is a learning facility for the 
students and a short-cut for understanding the 
phenomenon. 

■ It would be ideal but that would take too much time.

■ There is more difficulty to exlpain without the 
terminology, especially students who are aware of 
these terms. 

■ Students seek explanations for the language 
phenomenon that they study.



What’s happening in modern greek 
language 

According to a research I did for my phd, 
of a total of 120 individual teachers of 

modern greek, i attempted to reveal the 
educators’ views about the necessity of 

explicitly teaching grammar to learners of 
Modern Greek. 



Do professionally 
qualified educators 
consider grammar as 
a necessary 
component of 
teaching Modern 
Greek to the 
learners?

How important do 
they think that 
grammar is in 
teaching and 
learning Modern 
Greek?



■ Young people live their lives through technology: they are the 
web generation and they are hungry for more. 

■ New technologies allow learners to foster the four c's: 
communication, creativity, collaboration and critical thinking. 

■ Virtual learning environments also offer students distance 
learning opportunities wherever and whenever they want. 

Technology is a part of our 

life



Would you find interesting this theory 
for present continuous?



WOULD YOU FIND THIS BORING FOR YOUR 
STUDENTS ???



Teaching the 
present 
continuous 
and simple 
should be
briefly, without 
basing on 
theory but on 
examples 
which 
students like 
more. 



Practice on 
their 
computer or 
tablet/mobil
e makes the 
learning 
procedure a 
pleasant 
one. 



Explaining 
briefly the 
formation of 
negative and 
question 
sentences 
when using 
present 
continuous



Exercises make 
comprehension of 
each grammatical 
phenomenon an easy 
procedure.
There are different 
type of exercises 
students could do to 
get acqainted with the 
grammatival 
phenomenon. 



Past
tense



List of 
irregular 
verbs





Without 
metalanguage 
there is no 
nomenclature, 
there is no 
categorization 
and a 
linguistic  
chaos can 
easily occur 





Grammar with MULTIPLE CHOICE 
EXERCISES 

■ More certificates tests are based on multiple choice exercises 

■ Multiple answers make the students think of the correct answer

■ Its very easy  for the students to confuse and make mistakes 

■ The correction is easy and the result based on objective criterias

■ Students find it entertaining and sometimes an easy way to be examed

■ Usually the answer is only one 

■ The students distinguish the slight diffrences between the other choices they are 

given 



- A gap filling exercise is a great way to practise 
your English.

- This exercise will leave a gap to be filled by a 
word or group of words that fall into a particular 

category. 

Gap filling exercises in grammar 



Here is an example:
'The stairs are wet and slippery. Walk 

_________.'
Fill the gap using an adverb.



Learning english grammar by using 
games

■ Games are related to technology with which students have a strong connection

■ Games make students concentrate, participate and attend better, as they find it 
funny to learn via games

■ Games played in small groups, encourage students to interact and communicate, 
thereby developing their interpersonal skills

■ Games can involve all the basic language skills, i.e., listening, speaking, reading, 
and writing, and a number of skills are often involved in the same game

■ Games are a break from the usual routine of the language class

■ Games involve students in active learning



Prepositions game 





True, false, or  not given exercises 

■ TRUE if the statement agrees with the information

■ FALSE if the statement contradicts the information

■ NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this

Reading comprehansion

Use  of english 

Listening comprehansion 

This is perhaps the most favorite exercise of the students. 



Conclusions with questions:

■ Do we abolish course books and adopt only 

applications?

■ Do we combine books with applications? To which 

extent?

■ Should we give the analysis and exlpanations 

(theoritical part) in coursebooks and the exercises 

(practical part) on applications?

■ Should we adjust the coursebooks to the types of 

exercises applications offer?



Do we? Should we? Do we?
Should we? Do we? Should we?
Do we? Should we? Do we?
Should we? Do we? Should we?
Do we? Should we? Do we? 
Should we? Do we? Should we?
Do we? Should we? Do we? 
Should we? Do we? Should we?



■ Thank you!!!


